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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS - TONEWOOD™ PANELS

1. Z-clips and wall brackets (or z-bar) will arrive with your panel order. Installer is to 
determine the appropriate positioning for mounting both the z-clips to the backs of the 
panels and the wall brackets to the wall using the appropriate fasteners. 
NOTE: A minimum 1" vertical engagement clearance must be provided between the top 
of the panel and the ceiling or intersecting surface. This allows for the panels to be slid 
down to engage with the wall brackets.

2. Installers should have clean hands or wear clean gloves when handling ToneWood™ 
panels.

3. Once the z-clips are securely fastened to the panel backs and the wall brackets securely 
fastened to the wall, the ToneWood™ panels are to be pressed gently against the wall 
and slid down, engaging the Z-clips into the wall brackets.
NOTE: Lateral movement is possible. The use of base support brackets (by others) is 
recommended to help support the weight of the panel and keep them in alignment.

NOTE: These instructions are only to be used as a guide. As there are many variant field conditions, it is the 
responsibility of the installer to recognize these conditions and compensate for them appropriately. 
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